News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke
This month, news from Susan McCaslin; a reminder about Women and Words: Canadian
Feminist Literary Collectives 1980-2000; submission call for guts: a Canadian Feminist
Magazine; and reviews of A Really Good Brown Girl, by Marilyn Dumont, Wittgenstein
Elegies, by Jan Zwicky, Frayed Opus For Strings & Wind Instruments, by Ulrikka S.
Gernes, translated by Patrick Friesen and Per Brask; and Careen, by Carolyn Smart; The
Canadian Writing Research Collaborative offers a Digital Library Archives of P.K. Page,
and other initiatives, such as biographies of Canadian Women Playwrights. There will be
a Book Launch of Cultural Mapping and the Digital Sphere, Place and Spirit, by Ruth
Panofsky and Kathleen Kellett, in Toronto, Thursday, January 28, 5:00-7 p.m., MCL
GALLERY, 111 GERRARD ST. E., GROUND FLOOR.
Dear Ann,
I just sent off my member’s news for the January newsletter to Arzu, but thought the
Feminist Caucus might be interested in knowing about the recent article I did for a
website on the contributions of women to world religions and spirituality movements. It
is a profile about the Canadian mystic Olga Park, who was the subject of my recent
memoir.
Susan McCaslin has recently published a profile on the Canadian mystic Olga Park, the
subject of her memoir Into the Mystic: My Years with Olga (Inanna Publications), on the
World Religions and Spirituality Project (WRSP) website, Virginia Commonwealth
University (VCU), Dec. 18, 2015. http://www.wrs.vcu.edu/profiles/OlgaPark.htm
Some of her poems pertinent to the divine feminine appeared in the online magazine
below:
“Persephone Texts Home,” “Demeter Complains of the Siphoning Off of Her Essence,”
and “On Approaching the Nefertiti in the Neues Museum, Berlin” appeared in Goddess
Pages: A Magazine of Goddess Spirituality in the 21st Century (Issue 28, Winter
2015/Spring 2016). http://www.goddess-pages.co.uk/triple-luminosities/
Happy New Year!

Women and Words: Canadian Feminist Literary Collectives 1980-2000

By
Mihaela Ilovan

– February 6, 2014

Feminist Caucus chapbooks http://www.cwrc.ca/projects/infrastructure-projects/pilotprojects/women-and-words-canadian-feminist-literary-collectives-1980-2000/
The 1980s are remembered as a time of extraordinary activity in the feminist literary
communities of Canada. This project focuses on the stories of Canadian women writers
who came together in the early 1980s to work on a collaborative endeavour, such as
founding a publishing house, a literary magazine, a theatre troupe, or a publication series.
Indeed, the title of this project is indebted to one of the watershed feminist collaborations
of the time: the 1983 Women and Words conference. We are especially interested in how
these collectives narrate their own feminist beginnings and in the trajectories of their
feminist work over subsequent decades. Grounded in archival work and close readings of
texts generated by the collectives, this project constitutes a contemporary history of
Canadian women’s writing that connects literary production and literary-critical work
with the redefinition of the feminist movement occurring during this crucial time period.
The first phase of this project focuses on the activities of the Feminist Caucus of the
League of Canadian Poets. Founded in 1982, the Feminist Caucus has published 24
chapbooks and two anthologies based on the discussions and readings at their Caucus
meetings. Our project hopes to digitally archive texts such as these, thereby opening them
up to wider readership and rendering them accessible to digital humanities research tools.
Ultimately, the digital component of this project would make use of timeline and
mapping tools to deepen our understanding of the breadth of feminist collaborative
cultural work in contemporary Canada.
Researcher: Andrea Beverley (Mount Allison University)

Guts: Canadian Feminist Magazine
GUTS magazine publishes literary essays and reviews, long-form journalism, interviews,
fiction, and new media that further feminist correspondence, criticism, and community in

Canada. We accept pitches to our online magazine twice a year, centered on a theme
outlined by our call for submissions. Final submissions to the magazine range from 5004000 words depending on form and topic.
Our editorial board reviews all submissions to the magazine. We do our best to respond
to all inquiries and pitches.
You can visit our back issues and previous call for submissions to get a better idea of
what we are looking for.
For more information about submitting to the magazine, please email
submit@gutsmagazine.ca

Blog content
We are always looking for interrogative and reliable writers who are interested in
contributing 500 to 1500-word posts to the GUTS blog. Send a short pitch (100-300
words) to submit@gutsmagazine.ca outlining your idea. Content on the GUTS blog is
typically informal and accessible, and often falls within the following categories:
Interviews: We are looking for bold, smart, and short interviews with persons of interest.
Ideal candidates for interviews are Canadian, feminist/queer allies, up–and-coming or
established musicians, writers, artists, scholars, working professionals, and activists. But
don’t be afraid to break the rules! First and foremost, we want you to be excited about the
interviewee’s work.
Personal Essays/Literary Reviews/Fiction: We publish short, critical memoirs (see, for
example, Katie Lew’s “Body of Work” ) and we are always looking for literary reviews
of Canadian authored books (see Natalie Childs’ review of Sheila Heti). Feminism can be
a focus, but that’s not a requirement. Fiction is also welcome in this category. Please
note: we typically ask for a draft of fiction and memoir submissions before agreeing to
publish.
Politics: If you are interested in Canadian policy, law, politics, labour, and activism, we
are looking for blog pieces that engage with these topics in relation to Canadian
feminism. Ideally, these pieces would approach serious subject matter with a sense of
curiosity and in a rigorous but accessible writing style. Since it’s sometimes a challenge
to respond to news events in a timely but thoughtful manner, we are interested in blog
pieces that contextualize current political happenings in a historical context or through
personal narrative.
Pop Culture and Media Reviews: We are looking for timely, accessible, humourousbut-critical, narrative-driven, and informal reflections on television shows, new music,
movies, theatre, cultural trends, memes, web series, and other cultural phenomena.

Series: If you have an idea for an ongoing series—of essays, interviews, surveys, book
reviews, or something else entirely—send us a pitch. We are always looking for new
ways to expand and further feminist correspondence on our blog.
We do our best to reply to all pitches to and inquiries about the blog, but our resources
are limited and may not always be able to respond.

Visual Art and New Media
GUTS also welcomes visual art submissions on a regular basis. Accepted pieces are
published alongside relevant magazine and blog content. We are also interested in new
and emerging media, including video art, music, and web art. If you think your work fits
within our mandate, please email our visual editorial team at submit@gutsmagazine.ca
The Brick Books Classics Series is growing in leaps and bounds. There are six titles, the
list includes Anne Carson, John Steffler, Dennis Lee, Marilyn Dumont, Michael
Crummey, and Jan Zwicky. I have previously reviewed Short Talks, by Anne Carson,
The Grey Islands, by John Steffler, and Riffs, by Dennis Lee.

Review of A Really Good Brown Girl, by Marilyn Dumont, introduction by Lee Maracle
(London, Ontario: Brick Books, 2015) 112 pp. paper.
In “Squaw Poems”, the inaugural poem about “The White Judges” juxtaposes the
immediate family members who live in a converted one-room schoolhouse with the
encircling colonialist contempt which waits to dismiss and demean them as human
beings. Ironically, the anonymous donation boxes of clothing reflect a cold charity,
unlike the wild game “like a dead relative” they devour. ”Settlement relatives” arrive at
Christmas and leave at Easter. Further, “whites smile that fathomless smile” (p. 28) A
white fiancée scrubbed the hell out of me”. In order to survive in two worlds, the poet
lived a dual life. Now she confronts an English professor (in the title poem about her first
day in a white classroom).
Half-breeds adorn a “Floating prairie structure”. (“The Halfbreed Parade”). Halfbreed
hides “showing through”. (“The Red & White”). In “Squaw Poems”, each term is
contemplated in turn, “peyak”, “niso”, “nisto”, “newo”, “niyanan”, and “nikotwasik”, a
Cree numbering system from one through six. (http://aboriginalperspectives.uregina.ca

/rosella/lessons/math/creenumbers.shtml). She prefers the Indian princess. As per Jean
Rhys (a.k.a. Ella Gwendolen Rees Williams) born on August 24, 1890, in Roseau,
Dominica, one of the former English colonies in the Caribbean. Like the heroine of her
most famous novel, Wide Sargasso Sea, Rhys was of Creole heritage; her father was
British while her mother was a native white West Indian. (http://www.gradesaver.com
/author/jean-rhys/). White people ought to feel slovenly. The “Aryan Nations” are
associated with native women and murder (“Helen Betty Osborne”). The traditional
mother figure, the wise unschooled “an old fool”, prayers to “oh papa” and “to my dear
papa” close out this section.
In “What More Than Dance” the symbiotic jig of “fiddle and bow and floorboard” (p. 45)
gives way to a ghostly presence. (“Beyond Recognition”). A flower unfolds, Georgia
O’Keeffe-like. (“As If I Were Their Sun”). The poet reveals light, colour, and symbolical
significance, which the male principle rejects. (“Horsefly Blue”) Myths, lies, and images
are deflated. (“Spineless”) Blue sky and blue bells portend forgiveness. A “round dance
circle” rendered mute with paradoxically simultaneous death and birth. (“When You
Walk Through My Door”) Wild berries and “beneath crisp paper” are love tokens. A
ballad “A Hard Bed To Lie In”, the breath pause structure of “Recovery”, a binary in
“Spring Breathing”, the senses enchanting “Breakfast of the Spirit” all display Dumont’s
dexterity. The Gertrude-Stein-ishness of “A Bowl of Smooth Brown Wood” revels in the
incantatory “a chant, a chant of movement” and so forth, amid the lyrical rounds. “You
Only Know After” operates on “open door”, “opening wider”, within a series of “after”s;
extending to “after passing”, both through the same door and, presumably, from this life
into the next. (p. 62) The child inside the adult is lulled (“My Mother’s Arms”). A
metaphysical conceit compares guilt with erosion. What this land is not “just” serves to
define and describe what it is and does. (“Not Just a Platform For My Dance”). An
escaped prisoner resembles “a tall thin Indian going nowhere”. (“One Day in May”, p.
66)
In “White Noise”, a Halfbreed Muse is comprised of “Half Human/ Half Devil”, a sprung
rhythm of “numb air, words writhe, wrists flare escaping”; the repeated negations, of “no
leak, not a drop”, “no sound, no sound / no movement”; the progressive tense of
“shutting”, “dripping”, “gnawing”, “hankering”, “gripping”, the past participles of
“twisted”, “encased”, “trapped”, and so on pervade the poem with animation and
reanimation. There is a density of description and stattacco sound, of ritual and primitive
drum-beats, given “giving up to giving over”. (p. 69)
Corresponding with Sir John A. Macdonald constrains defiant endurance, “after all that
shuffling us around to suit the settlers, / we’re still here and Métis.” (p. 70) The selfapplied “callin ourselves halfbreed” underscores “after Meech Lake”, a nation advanced
from here to there, but not by railway. She observes, “and Riel is dead / but he just keeps
coming back.” The Christian and pagan dichotomy and psychomachia result in “this still
unsaved soul.” (p. 72)
T.S. Eliot reflects “the Great White Way of writing English", the canon of white authors
who reject or sideline “a mad Indian” in “the Native Literature section.” Is the Devil’s

Language Cree, the King’s English, talking “back(wards)”? (p. 74) She has lost whatever
proficiency she may have had. The book jacket promises “Cree Language Structures and
Common Errors in English bookends”. (p. 75) Native culture appears to reinforce
circularity, the poet wonders about “this fuss about appropriation”, and whether “I am
lost, just a fading urban Indian”. (“Circle the Wagons”) She ponders circular text, plot, or
narrative, since linear demonstrates “I’m a ghost”. (p. 76) Although this aside is
somewhat ironic in tone, a case may be made for the circular patterns and spherical
shapes embedded in the texts, dance, music, and other aboriginal artforms. A “treaty
guy” forgives her: “I’m Métis”, she admits. (“Leather and Naugahyde”)
Sociologist John Porter published his book Vertical Mosaic: An Analysis of Social Class
and Power in Canada, in 1965.Dumont`s "Vertical Mosaic" mocks the cultural
stereotype of multiculturalism, with a reinterpretation or self-definition of “Métis,
Métisse, Mixed Blood or Aboriginal”. On a long-form census survey, the poet regrets
“there are no lines for the stories between yes and no”. (“It Crosses My Mind”). The
philosophy of “The Sound of One Hand Drumming” relies on “the big house of
knowing”; as “peeling back words from spines”. A line from Robert Priest’s “Thirst” is
combined with “kayas”, Cree for “it’s been a long time”. (p. 79) The poet compares the
excess of white male philosophers with the sparseness of brown women represented in
writing. Their clothes (much like themselves) appear to be “the wrong colour and out of
fashion”.
In “Made of Water”, she admits no contact with ocean (“that belly of water”) but only
with “Liquid Prairie”, the North Saskatchewan River. (p. 83) The negations of “no
weather”, “no light”, “no wind” culminate with “there are no geese here: they are not
welcome”. (p. 85) Orange Pullmans and black Gladstone comprise the “Installation
Piece” like lovers. (p. 86) The prose poem “Fireflies” reveals the west grabs her “as any
purse snatcher”. There are familial questions about her intentions “asking when I will
find a man.” (p. 87) Cree syllables are associated with this advice. “Everyday stories” or,
in Cree, ACIMOWINA, is about aging Cree women, “their stories smell of Noxzema,
mothballs, and dried meat”. (p. 89) The poet wishes for positive “Instructions to my
Mother”, “beautywise in the ways of old women”. (p. 91) Moons are personified but the
actual subject is about an adult woman who still wishes to be infantilized. She learns
about nature and sexuality (“He Taught Me”). Death is a leaving or going away,
especially for her father, “in you’re gone papa you’re gone”. (“Yellow Sun Days of
Leaving”, p. 96) A incremental refrain of “Danny, come home” bids his return, but “I am,
as you, made of water”. (p. 100)

The “Introduction: And They Waited To Judge”, by Lee Maracle (who was awarded the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal for her promotion of writing among Aboriginal youth)
reveals that she came across Dumont’s work in Writing the Circle: Native Women of
Western Canada, edited by Jeanne Perreault and Sylvia Vance (NeWest Press, 1990) and
Colour of Resistance, a contemporary collection of writing by aboriginal women, edited
by Connie Fife (Sister Vision, 1993). She compares her shared experience with Dumont,
the food of shame, Salish women poets, white judges, music, and A Really Good Brown
Girl with Emile Zola’s J’accuse.
This collection was first published in 1996 and won the 1997 Gerald Lampert Award for
best first poetry book. Dumont has authored three other collections of poetry, green girl
dreams Mountains, which won the 2001 Stephan G. Stephansson Award ; that tongue
belonging (won the 2007 McNally Robinson Aboriginal Poetry Book of the Year and
Aboriginal Book of the Year Award); and the most recent The Pemmican Eaters from
ECW Press, 2015.
The collection reflects family and cultural experiences in small-town Alberta. Many of
the poems were written in the mid-1980s, according to an afterword by the author, who
was then in her thirties. Her sense of marginalization and isolation was akin to many
other Indigenous and Métis writers, as well as the oppressed and colonized world-wide.
Anne Burke

Review of Wittgenstein Elegies, by Jan Zwicky, with a new
introduction by Sue Sinclair (London, Ontario: Brick Books, 2015) 76
pp. paper.
Frazer’s Golden Bough was a catechism of sorts for scholars during
the nineteen-sixties and seventies. Other sources were: The Myth of
the Eternal Return: Cosmos and History, by Mircea Eliade, the
Egyptian Book of the Dead, Northrop Frye’s The Great Code: The
Bible and Literature, and like-minded myth-based criticism pervaded,
such as Butterfly on Rock: Study of Themes and Images in Canadian
Literature. by poet D. G. Jones. My study of philosophy was confined to a survey course
and a tutorial on aesthetics, with my paper on Susan Sontag's Against Interpretation.

Why “Elegies”? The genre deals with change and loss, the transience, a lament,
mutability, and loss. (A Glossary of Literary Terms, by M.H. Abrams, Seventeenth
Edition, p. 72) The philosopher's three elder brothers committed suicide (and he was
benefactor to Georg Trakl who may also have done so). Zwicky does offer an alternate
title, “On Language and Good Life.” Sinclair argues “Wittgenstein was lost to the poem
before it began.” (p. 18)
This collection is an homage to Ludwig Josef Johann Wittgenstein (1889- 1951) with
direct reference in the poems from various sources, Letters from Ludwig Wittgenstein
with a Memoir, secondary sources, biographies, family recollections, primary his Culture
and Value, “A Lecture on Ethics”, Philosophical Investigations, Philosophical Remarks,
Remarks on Frazer’s Golden Bough, and Tractus Logico-Philosophicus, all in
translation.
Part one “Philosophers’ Stone” is based, in part, on Tractatus Logico-Philosphicus,
published in 1921. Part two deals with "The Death of Georg Trakl", who wrote to
Wittgenstein from a psychiatric ward before dying, probably by suicide. Part three
corresponds with the middle period of Wittgenstein's development; he was an elementary
school teacher, who designed a mansion for his sister, and productively argued with a
Cambridge economist. Part four "Confessions" was inspired by Augustine and covers off
seven central propositions. Part five is "Rosro, County Galway", based on a cottage he
rented in 1948, where he unsuccessfully tried to complete Philosophical Investigations.
The poet ascribes to the poems “a kind of intellectual drama and as a piece of abstract
music. The first edition was co-published, in 1986, by Brick Books and Academic
Printing and Publishing in Alberta.
This collection contains an “Introduction: The Poem as Ally”, in which Sinclair
highlights “Philosophy as Poetry” with a quote from Wittgenstein, “I think I summed up
my attitude to philosophy when I said: philosophy ought really to be written as a poetic
composition” (p. 11, cited by Zwicky in note 4, Ray Monk, in Ludwig Wittgenstein: the
Duty of Genius ((N.Y.: Free Press, 1990, 291.))
This new edition, as well, features an Author’s Foreword and Afterword. Zwicky alludes
to a foreword by Wittgenstein to a typescript of his “Philosophical Remarks” in which he
offers the chicanery of “’This book is written to the glory of God’” in a world that has all
but negated the possibility of the divine. Moral integrity is a fiction. Not “an analytico”,
he had become a classic but “for the wrong reasons” (p. 72)
Sinclair points to the hero of the Logical Positivist movement who was misunderstood, as
Zwicky calls “the then-current attempt to cram it [his work and, by implication, him] into
a positivist straitjacket, [which] struck me as deeply unjust.” (p. 72) She embraces an
impulse to ventriloquize, insistently and dramatically.” (p. 73)
Zwicky is a Professor Emerita in the Department of Philosophy at the University of
Victoria. Her books of philosophy include Lyric Philosophy, 1992 (which she says

offered the poetics for the Elegies), Wisdom & Metaphor, 2003, and Alkibiades’ Love:
Essays in Philosophy, 2015.
In both Lyric Philosophy and the Elegies she used a collage of voices, if not “the dancing
of margins and half-blank pages” of the original Elegies. (“Afterword”, p. 71) In this new
edition, she named the multiple voices, though separated from the texts themselves.
Zwicky has nine poetry collections, including Songs for the Relinquishing the Earth,
which won the Governor General’s Award, and more recently, Forge was shortlisted for
the 2012 Canadian Griffin Poetry Prize.
Zwicky received her B.A. from the University of Calgary. She was a faculty member at
the Banff Centre Writing Studio. Imagism was thought to be born from a view of the
prairies from a train by T.E. Hulme, although I have always believed the landscape
promotes and promulgates elongation of the narrative line, the long poem form which
Dennis Cooley has associated with Saskatchewan and Robert Kroetsch with Alberta.
A collage-effect, such as the polymorphous The Collected Works of Billy the Kid, by
Michael Ondaatje, might be a worthwhile comparison. (See: Careen, by Carolyn Smart).
Sinclair is a poet of five books; her latest Heaven’s Thieves will appear from Brick Books
in Spring 2016. She has a Ph.D. from the University of Toronto.
Anne Burke
Review of Frayed Opus For Strings & Wind Instruments, by Ulrikka
S. Gernes, translated by Patrick Friesen and Per Brask (London,
Ontario: Brick Books, 2015) 64 pp. paper.
According to Gernes, metaphors are “all around. You have to be
careful. In order to become a poet and a fully-realized human being,
“you have to put yourself right with the wind and the world, the
subsea sandbanks, the hidden rocks.” Unable to read the original, I
am obviously reading a text at some remove from her work.
In the “Foreword” the translators are quoted, at some points, as if in the third person,
“Fortunately, a poem, as soon as it leaves the poet’s pen and certainly once published,
achieves an afterlife.” (p. vii) For them, translation “resides” in the reciprocal process,
context, text, and subtext. William Carlos Williams’ “The Red Wheelbarrow” is
approximated in the title poem. Irving Layton’s “The Birth of Tragedy”, "while someone
from afar off / blows birthday candles for the world" corresponds with “somewhere,
someone / opens a book”. (p. 2) A dream brings together a simile of a jungle river with a
riverbank, akin to marriage. T.S. Eliot’s “The Wasteland” evokes the modern world,
while Gernes portrays a crass supermarket as “in the suburb of the Moon.” (p. 4) An
incremental refrain of “I waited” has unexpected consequences. “I keep my heart on a
tight leash”. (p. 6) She surveys the elements of constructing a house, "there's more
between heaven and earth than...." (p. 7) compare with: "There are more things in heaven

and earth, Horatio, Than are dreamt of in your philosophy...." from Shakespeare's Hamlet
ostensibly set in ancient Denmark.
Commerce and surveillance have caught a man and a woman “caught / in the act.” (p. 8)
The beloved’s existence is worshipped in nature. World heritage centres, pyramids, the
Suez Canal, the Great Wall of China pale next to “female form fixed” in reproduction. (p.
10) A patina of correspondence has charm, when shared. A dream is buried near her
silhouette. A still-life painting means blindness is a dream. Furniture is personified. The
typhoon in the South China Sea resembles the passion of lovers. With common thought
and identical emotion, a couple, “they lived inside each other”. (p. 17) The road not taken
is an affair, “your grave”. (p. 18) Impossible to control, a dream-like state, hopeless deadends. Impossible to drown is only an illusion. A poem offers solace. Transportation and
traffic. The first kiss, subconscious feelings. La Dolce Vita in the Eternal City of Rome.
Indeed, “the poem / will never be finished”. (p. 24) Her waiting as though for a lover,
observations recollected, the watcher being watched. The encomium of “I love a blue
apple tree.” (p. 27)
Reckless, she imagines a life, doled out by coffee spoons, like T.S. Eliot's “J. Alfred
Prufrock”, this time with a sex change. A mirror image obscures one’s vision. “Faces
whirl up confetti” and “a bird is not wings, but feathers” (the devil is in the details). (p.
29) An indwelling spirit of the place, the Northwest Passage. Dreams of The Watchtower,
a quiz program, feeling the loss. “SHE SAID, HE SAYS”. (p. 33) Wording depends on
"AN INTERGALATIC COLLISION”. (p.34) Absence make the heart grow fonder.
Lust. Junk, Clutter, hangover, and Chopin. H.C. ANDERSON BOULEVARD “and this
poem that doesn’t really / fit in anywhere either”. (p. 37)
Avoiding the cycle of rebirth, she declaims, “have I loved, have I loved, have I loved
enough.” (p. 37) Tenderness is the answer. Losing sense of time and place. "THE
HEADLINES SHOUT". Her longing increases. An artist’s nude model, watercolour
“across the paper”. (p. 41) Life reduced to a one-person board game. A dying forest
gleamed from a sheet of paper. Paper skin and the poisonous snake, phallic. “[N]ot
another word!” (p. 45) Childhood unfinished. Value in society is “[p]robably not this
poem”. (p. 47) Atonal clashes with symphonic harmony, perhaps of the spheres. She
ponders, “[I]s the dream writing you down?” (p. 49) Again, “the tree now giving its life
for a poem” (at least a published one rather than on an iPad). She associates noise with
colour, words have nothing to do with one another. A metaphor. The End personified:
“let my pearls”, don't cast pearls before swine?
Gernes has more than a working knowledge of English, if she wrote an “Afterword:
Notes on a Collection of Poems Considered at a Distance” (dated July, 2014) although
there is uncertainty about whether it too was translated. Collaboration is imperative. She
says she was drawn to open forms, the aesthetic experience of the viewer and/or reader,
an “infusion”. She rejects a mediator, but embraces a poem denuded of the poet. She
views art as originating from art, poems from poems (a notion Northrop Frye promoted).
Art is both “a pre-condition and an outcome”. (p. 53) The substance: melancholia, a
minor key? Her place is on the border of society, where “there are refugees, asylum

seekers, strays and wanderers....” (p. 54) She seems fond of being estranged, on the
outskirts. “The poet sheds a poem”. Her self-analysis extends to place names, “pinning
one poem here and another one there”, whether the galaxy, the Dry Cleaners, the
Brahmaputra River, the North Sea. She wants to remain a Romantic, not searching for
meaning but for truth. “Language reveals us.” (p. 55) We beg for words, because
“[l]anguage is merciless”. She approximates everyday life with the minutia, repetition,
surrealism. She seeks liberation. Having been home-schooled, she appreciates the marine
forecasts, “They taught me that the world is magical and dangerous.” (p. 56)
Gernes was born in Sweden to Danish parents. By the age of twenty-two she was already
an acclaimed poet. Her first collection Natsvaermer (Moth) was published in Denmark, in
1984, when she was only eighteen years old. Since then, she has published ten
collections. She authored books for children, short stories, songs, and contributions to
literary anthologies, art catalogues, magazines, newspapers, and radio. Her 2001 A
Sudden Sky: Selected Poems (translated by Brask and Friesen) was published by Brick
Books. I reviewed that title but a heavily edited version appeared in print.
Brask teaches at the University of Winnipeg and this is his fifth poetry collection cotranslated with Friesen.
Friesen is a poet, playwright, and translator. He recently published jumping in the asylum
(Quattro Books, 2011), a dark boat (Anvil Press, 2012), and a short history of crazy bone
(Mother Tongue Publishing, 2015). I recently reviewed the latter.
Anne Burke
Review of Careen, by Carolyn Smart (London, Ontario: Brick
Books, 2015) 96 pp. paper.
Jesse James and Billy the Kid make their indirect appearances by
allusion in this dramatic tableau. While some of us associate
Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow with Faye Dunaway and Warren
Beatty's portrayals in the 1967 Hollywood movie, Smart relies on
fiction, newspaper accounts, memoirs, film, and other quasihistorical sources. She uses excerpts from “Outlaws” and “The
Trail’s End”, Bonnie’s poems; as well as from “Among the Red
Guns”, by Carl Sandburg, who served in the Spanish-American War. In addition, she
relied on film of Clyde’s funeral.
The collection is dedicated to in-law women. Smart imagined her maternal grandfather,
of Laredo, Texas, a gunrunner, and based her poems on non-fiction about Bonnie and
Clyde, as well as a song, “The Last Words of Bonnie Parker”. The opening poem uses a
wide-angled lens to elaborate on Sam Houston a Governor of Texas and Confederate
(who ensured the state's separation from Mexico and brought Texas into the United
States) and President Zachary Taylor, of the Mexican-American War. Both are relevant

historical figures, coupled with geographical details, empty landscapes, black oil, and
gutted roads. The setting is Texas, 1930, the players, mainly family members and/or
Barrrow gang members, and the posse are the “Characters” (seventeen in all). Death is
personified as “joyriding in the back seat” (“Texas, 1930”, p. 1) amid dustbowl
agriculture, the flight from rural to urban, posses chasing “lean and beaten men”,
America’s "shame", prison farms, the electric chair. It is the future “which careens
away”.
Now the women’s work is done, they wear their wedding clothes as widows. (“Cumie
Barrow”). Two sons, their shared dark history, a fact which results in a common grave.
Petty theft, “if Jesse James” an idol or role model, criminal aspirations, both practicing to
become outlaws. The structure is a sort of Our Town: A Play in Three Acts, 1930, by
Thornton Wilder, as individuals speak their thoughts in captions; the poet using the
colloquial or vernacular for authenticity’s sake. Grief and drink, amid gunfire which is
common, there are a decided lack of luck, blight of root rot and bow weevils. Mule teams
turned to cars. The Law locks one in, but this truism: “you never break the law, until
you’re caught.” (“Buck’s first run”, p. 12) The jailhouse calls as do drink or dance.
The point of view shifts to further the plot. Clyde is introduced to Bonnie. The past is
final but, on reconsideration, there were turning points along the route. For example, “his
killer was a coward, will mine be a coward too?” (“if Jesse James”) The Waco jail was
for burglars and bank robbers. Clyde experienced a Prison Farm, with its quaint “oneway wagon”, actually a cage or barrel, “we talked of Jesse James & William Bonney.” (p.
17) Some good men were imprisoned. Bonnie was no nun and he took his sweet revenge.
Her diary records her impressions of Clyde “like Ronald Colman” in the movies. She
rushes into his arms. (“Darlin”) She is in the moment when she wrote a poem. He
confides he is not “like Pretty Boy of Dillinger”. (p. 22) A theft when a man is shot, after
which “girls looked cute as possums”. (“Stringtown”) The under-sheriff was shot.
The poet draws on recollections, such as “WD Jones’s tale” (like Chaucer's The
Canterbury Tales). Buck and Blanche were caught. Not for the glamour, “our ride, but it
was hell.” (p. 27) The guns are loaded and Clyde knows the getaway routes. Buck was
married. His favourite couple was Clyde and Bonnie, according to Blanche. Buck is
pardoned but feels as though he is soon headed to the electric chair. Blanche was handed
“cards” (meaning fortune or fate) by Bonnie in a first firefight. Dreams die too. The
photo signifies fame, frozen in a moment of time. However, it contains lies. Clothes make
the man. Clyde commends Henry Ford. Bonnie prays. Clothes make the woman.
Galveston hurricanes. Bonnie rhymes. Clyde feels free. Falsehoods and Fatty Arbuckle.
An accident. Driving and kidnapping. (“proud flesh”) Gunfire on a bridge. A promise to
be embalmed, gallows humour. Romance on the run. She ponders, “When will we die?”
(“when we drive this way”, p. 46)
Buck imagines Billy the Kid. They consider a move to Canada. Blanche accompanies
Buck (who was shot) “I was near blind”. (p. 48) A place for Buck to die. Blanche
screaming, she kisses him goodbye. They find help and a new car. The zoo was gone.
Clyde prays (a prose poem) the dreams in sleep come. He was the driver and awaits the

electric chair. A Texas ranger pursues them. Clyde “liberates” a prison farm. A man
betrays the gang, “the end of our good name.” (“Easter Sunday”, p. 62) In “heat”, both
Bonnie and Clyde take turns, followed by the Ranger, telling their stories.
The denouement is a narrative poem in twenty-four numbered parts, about the posse’s
approach on May 23, 1934. All seek fame. A telephone interview reveals “they’ll be the
famous ones” (“Hammer whispers”, p. 76) There are photographs of the wrecked, bulletridden car (“death car”). Enumerating their wounds, bullets, separate funeral parlours,
“They are photographed frail and naked on gurneys”. (p. 77) The car a shrine which
makes money from curiosity-seekers. An inventory of the car’s contents adds
verisimilitude. (“carried in the car”, 29 items in all). A killer buried with 200 yellow
flowers. Blanche recalls their journey, “I would have gone most anywhere with Buck”.
(p. 83) She admits, “we were doomed” but blames Clyde. Marie, the younger sister of
Clyde and Buck, recalls “my big bros.” (“Marie”, p. 85) An escapee from the prison raid
admits, “it was not the end I hoped for”. (p. 86) Lawmen die but then so do convicted
criminals.
The collection concludes with an interview from Playboy Magazine published in 1968
which was entitled “Riding with Bonnie & Clyde”, Smart offers, “that offered me the real
voices I needed to hear”. (“Acknowledgements”, p. 95) As a result, the cause of death
was “shotgun” for W.W. Jones (1916-1974). The “camera eye” was adopted from John
Dos Passos, author of the1938 trilogy U.S.A. (which Smart read in 1968) with its
fragmented narrative style, cast of characters, indirect speech, and headlines or newsreels.
Sleep comes (“even the daylight lost its colour”). Bonnie has the last words and/or is the
final speaker (through her poetry).
The framework and organization of the materials depends on layout, augmented by much
documentary evidence, of “Baby Thugs Captured” (The Waco Times-Herald, March 21,
1930); “Convict Dies in Pen Fight in Houston” (The Dallas Morning News, October 30,
1931); “Mule Theft Charged to Man and Woman” (The Dallas Times Herald, April 21,
1931); “Two Texas Desperadoes” (The New York Times, June 21, 1933); “Blood-Stained
Dress” (Kansas City Star, July 22, 1933); “Mrs. Barrow Held” (Kansas City Star, July
26, 1933); “Clyde Barrow Rescues” (The Paris Evening News, January 17, 1934);
“Convict Caught” (The New York Times, January 18, 1934); “Two State Highway Patrol
Officers Slain” (Fort Worth Star Telegram, April 2, 1934); “Shooting Described” (St.
Louis Post-Dispatch, May 23, 1934); “Barrow Is Buried” (The Dallas Journal, May 25,
1934); and concludes with “first Arrest of Clyde Barrow at Age of 8 Years” (The
Shreveport Times, May 26, 1934).
Smart has six previous poetry collections including The Way to Come Home (Brick
Books, 1993) and Hooked: Seven Poems (Brick Books, 2009). Her memoir At the End of
the Day (Penumbra Press, 2001) won first prize in the 1993 CBC Literary Contest. She
founded the RBC Bronwen Wallace Award for Emerging Writers and is an editor for the
Hugh MacLennan Poetry Series of McGill-Queen’s University Press.
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The Canadian Writing Research Collaborative
http://www.cwrc.ca/category/projects/
CWRC’s database, ORCA (Online Research Canada) will be seeded with a range of
materials relevant to the vast majority of inquiries into Canadian writing, drawn from
existing datasets that will be converted and enhanced: biographical and bibliographical
information, publishing data, chronological and geographical data.
The seed projects will ensure that ORCA has a backbone of historical data on Canadian
writers in multiple genres, including the women writers who are underrepresented in the
print infrastructure, for the whole span of Canadian literary history. Inclusion of the
crucial biographical and bibliographical information on more than 1000 such writers,
coupled with the GIS datasets, will ensure that the database has sufficient critical mass to
demonstrate to the scholarly community the immense advantages of communal data
aggregation and federation.

The Digital Page is a digital edition of the writings of P.K. Page and of the visual art she
created under her married name P.K. Irwin, employing an open source text-image tool,
the Digital Page Reader, created especially for this project. P.K. Page’s career as a writer
[…]
Continue Reading..

•

Biographies of Canadian Women Playwrights
On-line Profiles of Canadian Women Playwrights is a scholarly project which
will address a widening void in theatre scholarship in Canada: the absence of
scholarship addressing current work by contemporary women playwrights in
Canada. As a demographic, women are clearly having a large impact on the shape
of […]
Continue Reading...

•

Atlantic Canada Theatre Site
This project involves the clean-up and migration of data on Atlantic Canadian
theatre currently contained in obsolete and now unsupported web pages and
databases at the University of New Brunswick. The html pages and data
(performance calendars, theatre playbills, Canadian theatre studies bibliographies,
and a theatrical chronology) will […]
Continue Reading...

•

Canada’s Early Women Writers
This database will include biographical and bibliographical information on well
over 1000 women who wrote in English in many genres before 1950.
Continue Reading...

•

La vie littéraire au Québec
Dans le contexte des travaux du CSÉC, l’équipe de La vie littéraire au Québec
collabore à un projet pilote visant le partage des renseignements sur les
trajectoires des femmes qui participent à la vie littéraire au Québec, du tournant
du XXe siècle aux années 1930.

Continue Reading...

•

Canadian Women Writing and Reading from 1950
Canadian Women Writing and Reading from 1950 is an open-access database
illustrating the immense productivity of Canadian women writers within the
rapidly changing culture of the mid twentieth century to the present day.
Continue Reading...

•

Orlando Project
The Orlando Project is an ongoing collaborative experiment in the use of
computers to engage in literary history. The project has produced the first full
scholarly history of women’s writing in the British Isles – but this is history with
a difference.
Continue Reading...

